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Monte Carlo tolerance analysis has proven to be an effective tool in'

evaluating the sensitivity of a circuit design to manufacturing toler-

ances and environmental changes. Such an analysis involves repeti-

tively "constructing" samples of the design in the computer, randomly

selecting parameters that obey the manufacturing statistics; "tuning"

the samples; and analyzing their operation under "field conditions."

At the conclusion of this process one is able to form empirical distri-

butions of circuit performance, to predict yield, evaluate tuning

procedures, etc.

This paper describes a Monte Carlo study of two proposed designs

for an integrated, single-substrate, RC, Touch-Tone® oscillator. Dif-

ficulties arise in perfoming this study because (i) the statistics of

integrated circuit components are closely correlated, and fii) the in-

herent nonlinearity of oscillators coupled with tight circuit perform-

ance specifications require tailored analysis techniques.

The study shows one of the two designs to be superior. A lower

bound of 55 percent yield is predicted for this design, and a simple

test for eliminating oscillators that fail to meet requirements is pre-

sented. Low transistor current gain is shown to be a dominant cause

of failure. Lastly, asymmetry in the effects of impairments on circuit

performance suggest a modification in adjustment strategy.

I. INTRODUCTION

The effective design of a circuit that will be mass-produced and

subjected to a wide range of environmental conditions must go beyond

the specification of a nominal circuit. It must include consideration

of performance deviations due to parameter variations stemming
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from manufacturing tolerances and environmental changes. Bounding

these performance deviations is often the most difficult part of the

design process.1

Monte Carlo tolerance analysis has proven to be a useful tool in

dealing with these broader design questions. The approach, which is

depicted in Fig. 1, simulates on a computer the process of picking

a random sample of manufactured circuits, following these circuits

through factory adjustment, monitoring their operation under field

conditions, and compiling statistics on circuit performance. 2,3 Note

that the Monte Carlo approach obviates the need for linearizing

assumptions that characterize many other techniques for viewing

product performance (worst-case, first-order sensitivities, etc.). It

should be remembered that the response of even a linear circuit is a

nonlinear function of its parameters. 2

This paper contains the results of a computer tolerance analysis of

two integrated, single-substrate, Touch-Tone oscillators. Section II

describes the two designs and lists the performance specifications that

must be met. The study produces distributions of oscillator frequency,

amplitude and other measures for the various modes of circuit opera-

tion at several values of temperature. When these distributions are

considered in the light of allowable degradations, several questions

can be answered:

(i) Yield can be predicted. By yield we mean the ratio of circuits

that will meet all field requirements to the total number produced

without catastrophic failure. Computer simulation cannot in-

clude, for example, those cases where chips are damaged in hand-

ling or where silicon imperfections result in circuits being dis-

carded.

{ii) Factory tests can be devised to insure that factory yield matches

true yield. In other words, tests are devised such that the factory

neither ships circuits that will fail in the field, nor discards those

that would be acceptable. In the case where extremes of tem-
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perature are encountered in the field, an effective but expensive

factory test facility would involve a temperature chamber. The re-

sults of the study presented below indicate that a test on a secon-

dary criterion (dc feedback current) at room temperature is an

acceptable test of circuit performance over the full temperature

range.

(in) The parameter deviations that cause circuit failure can be identi-

fied. This information indicates where efforts to improve fabri-

cation techniques should be concentrated.

Integrated circuits in general accentuate the need for automated

tolerance analysis. The long turnaround time for masks and models

and the expense associated with design changes make the ability to

study such changes on the computer attractive, especially when one is

interested in the implications of a change on manufacturing yield and

field performance. In the particular case of a Touch-Tone oscillator

whose production rate might exceed a million per year, accurate pre-

diction of yield is vital in determining the economic feasibility of

a design.

Unfortunately, while integrated technology increases the need for

automated tolerance analysis, it also makes that analysis more diffi-

cult to perform. At each iteration of the Monte Carlo loop shown in

Fig. 1, the block labeled "Bin Picker" must produce a set of param-

eters from which one sample circuit can be "built." Implementation of

the "Bin Picker" is straightforward for discrete circuits. In that case,

parameters are independent and the box is implemented by using

random number generators to select element values from their indi-

vidual distributions. By contrast, the parameters of a silicon integrated

circuit are not independent. In fact, every element on the chip is

correlated with at least every other element of the same kind, e.g.,

the /8s of all transistors on the same chip are correlated with one

another. It is a familiar fact that while a given resistor on a chip may

vary by ±15 percent from nominal, the ratio of any two resistors

will vary by only ±5 percent from nominal. It would not do, therefore,

for the Bin Picker to select silicon resistors from distributions with

limits of ±15 percent. The Bin Picker must be concerned with both

global statistics (the distribution of parameter values across the popu-

lation of manufactured circuits) and chip statistics (the relationship

of parameter values on any given chip)

.

A comprehensive treatment of the statistical characterization of

integrated circuits appears in Ref. 4; comments particular to the

Touch-Tone oscillator are contained in Section III below.
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While the fact that the Touch-Tone oscillator is an integrated circuit

complicates the Bin Picker, its nonlinear character presents difficulties

in the implementation of the Analysis box of Fig. 1.* The analysis of

linear circuits is accomplished by algebraic manipulations, a task at

which the digital computer is fast.2 Nonlinear circuits, on the other hand,

require the integration of the differential equations describing the cir-

cuit. Unfortunately, the digital computer is slow at this task.3 The

problem is complicated further by the fact that the system of differ-

ential equations describing the Touch-Tone oscillator is stiff, i.e., has

eigenvalues differing by several orders of magnitude. This is not sur-

prising since we have a kHz oscillator built with MHz transistors. Al-

though efficient algorithms have recently been developed to handle stiff

systems of differential equations,5 analysis of a single oscillator at a

single temperature that provides sufficient accuracy to determine

whether or not the rather stringent design requirements (e.g., ±0.1

percent frequency deviation due to amplifier variations) are met
requires in excess of ten hours of computer time on a CDC 3300. Since

several hundred oscillators will have to be analyzed at a number of

temperatures, such an analysis time for a single oscillator is unaccept-

able. Special analysis techniques, therefore, had to be developed for

the Touch-Tone oscillator study. These techniques, which are de-

scribed in Section IV, reduce the analysis time for a single oscillator

to about 3 minutes.

The results of the tolerance study are presented in Section V.

Histograms of oscillator frequency and amplitude are presented at

—40°C and +60°C, the temperature extremes expected in the field.

Further, the change in amplitude with frequency selection is discussed.

The oscillator is designed to generate four tones, corresponding to

different user selection of dial digits. The change in amplitude with

"button-selection" is significantly different from what one might

expect by looking at the oscillator as a quasi-linear system. Finally,

the implications of using a dc feedback current measurement at room

temperature as an oscillator acceptance test is discussed.

It should be kept in mind that while this paper is concerned pri-

marily with the computer study of the single-substrate, Touch-Tone

dial, that study has been carried on in parallel with laboratory testing

of breadboards and models. The extent to which these two approaches

—

laboratory and computer—have complemented one another cannot

Oscillators are inherently nonlinear; some phenomenon must be present to
limit the amplitude of oscillation.
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be overemphasized. In many instances the direction of the computer

study was influenced by effects observed in the laboratory, and vice

versa. Further, the assumptions and many of the qualitative results

detailed below have been corroborated experimentally.

II. THE OSCILLATORS AND THEIR REQUIREMENTS

The dial incorporated in the Bell System Touch-Tone telephone con-

tains two multifrequency audio oscillators to perform the dialing

function. These oscillators and the associated switching are used to

generate appropriate frequencies (a unique pair for each button on

the dial) for dial switching information.

In this paper we study two RC, single-substrate, integrated oscil-

lators that have been proposed as replacements for oscillators cur-

rently in use.

Each RC oscillator contains a nonlinear active device, a Twin-T

feedback network and a buffer stage for connection to the telephone

line (Fig. 2). The Twin-T portion of the oscillator is a tantalum, thin-

film circuit whose schematic and voltage transfer ratio are shown in

Figs. 3a and b, respectively. The notch depth of the voltage transfer

characteristic is adjusted to -37 dB. The oscillator is designed to

produce tones of four separate frequencies. The switches, SI to S4, in

Fig. 3a are used to select the different frequencies by changing the

value of R 2 • The Twin-T is so designed that the changes in R2 have

only a small effect on notch depth.

The nonlinear active device is an integrated silicon dc-coupled

amplifier with a built-in limiter. Figure 4 shows the voltage transfer

characteristic of such an amplifier. To sustain an oscillation, the
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Fig. 2—Basic oscillator configuration.
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slope of the amplifier transfer characteristic (gain) in the vicinity

of the steady-state operating point must exceed 37 dB—the loss of the

Twin-T network. The limiting voltage (ELim) of the amplifier must be

controlled so that oscillator amplitude can be controlled. Z?lim is con-

trolled by a tantalum resistor on the same substrate as the Twin-T

network that is anodized during oscillator adjustment.

After an amplifier chip is bonded to the thin-film circuit, each

component of R 2 in the Twin-T circuit is adjusted at room temperature

so that each of the four tones is within ±0.2 percent of its nominal

frequency. Once the frequencies have been adjusted, deviations in

each of the four frequencies from their tuned values due to amplifier

changes over a temperature range of —40°C to +60°C must be within

±0.1 percent.

Amplitude of oscillation at one of the four tones is also adjusted at

room temperature to within ±0.5 dB of its nominal value. The devia-

tion in the amplitude of the adjusted tone must be less than ±1.0 dB
due to temperature-induced changes in the amplifier. Further, the

range of amplitudes of the four tones must be within ±1.0 dB at

any temperature. One way of viewing these requirements is to say that

oscillator amplitude must be within ±2.5 dB from nominal over the

full temperature and tone frequency ranges.

|
II
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Fig. 3— (a) Twin-T schematic, (b) Twin-T no-load transfer ratio.
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Fig. 4—Typical amplifier static transfer curve.

Requirements are quoted in terms of temperature effects on the

amplifiers since the two designs under study differ only in the ampli-

fiers used. It is possible, therefore, using the computer, to hold the

Twin-T at nominal temperature while subjecting the amplifier to the

full temperature range and thus separate out deviations due to ampli-

fier sensitivity.

To achieve the required amplitude and frequency stability (as well

as low distortion), the amplifier should exhibit: (i) high ac input

impedance, (u) low ac output impedance, {Hi) small dc input current,

and (iv) constant gain in the linear region.

Schematics of the two amplifiers (henceforth called A and B) are

shown in Figs. 5 and 6. Both amplifiers achieve limiting via nonlinear

feedback: In Amplifier A, transistor Q3 is cut off until the output

voltage divided by the RiRo voltage divider is sufficient to turn it on.

In other words, Q3 is cut off in the high gain region, but provides

limiting when it goes active. R> is a tantalum resistor that can be ad-

justed to control the limiting point and hence the oscillator amplitude.

In Amplifier B, transistor Q6 is cut off in the high gain region and is

turned on when the output voltage divided by the R aR9iR 92i
voltage

divider is high. R 92 is tantalum and is used to adjust oscillator ampli-

tude. The basic differences in the amplifiers are that B has substan-
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tially higher input and lower output impedances than A. Furthermore,

while the input impedance of A degenerates in the limiting region,

the input impedance of B is held at a high level by the feedback

provided by R 5 . The input impedance of B drops off only when Q'
4

goes into cutoff, a condition that is avoided by keeping the oscillator

gain margin relatively low.

It should be clear that the above discussion is qualitative. For

example, it is difficult to make precise statements about the effects

of low input impedance of Amplifier A in the limiting mode. Further-

more, both amplifiers are satisfactory when built with nominal device

parameters. It is left to the computer tolerance analysis to supply data

with which to compare the two designs when subjected to manufactur-

ing tolerances and temperature extremes.

III. THE VARIATION OF PARAMETERS

In the simulation each iteration of the Monte Carlo loop shown in

Fig. 1 represents the "building" of one sample oscillator. The cir-

cuit's nominal parameters at 20°C are altered by techniques described

in Ref. 4 using appropriately shaped random number generators and

the device fabrication statistics. The circuit "built" with these altered

parameters is then put through a simulation of the adjustment pro-

cedure to arrive at values for the adjustable elements. At this point

Fig. 5—Amplifier A schematic.
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Fig. 6—Amplifier B schematic.

we have a realistic sample circuit that is ready for "installation in the

field." Its operation at 20°C is analyzed; frequency, amplitude, loop

current, etc., are noted. The parameters are then again altered in

accordance with their temperature behavior to simulate circuit opera-

tion at other temperatures of interest. Further, at each temperature,

the variable arm resistor of the Twin-T is stepped through four values

to allow simulation of the production of the oscillator's four tones.

In the Touch-Tone oscillator study, the parameters of the tantalum

Twin-T network are held fixed at their nominal values at 20°C, while

the parameters of the amplifier are chosen in accordance with ex-

pected statistical manufacturing variations and subjected to tempera-

tures of -40°C, +20°C and +60°C. (The change in performance

of a given realization of either of the oscillators is expected to be

monotonic with temperature. Therefore, the oscillators are tested at

nominal and at the extremes of the temperature range of interest.)

This line of attack is taken so that oscillator degradations due to the

amplifier imperfections can be isolated; performance and influence

of the Twin-T components are relatively well understood. With the

exception, then, of the tantalum adjustment resistor, the parameters

that the Bin Picker is concerned with are those of the silicon, inte-

grated amplifier.

Further, the silicon amplifiers are treated as infinite-bandwidth

devices. The amplifier capacitors, both inside and outside the tran-

sistors, are ignored. Hence, the amplifiers are modeled as networks of
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resistors and Ebers-Moll dc transistors.4 The parameters that are

subjected to Monte Carlo perturbations and vary with temperature

are: (i) transistor forward current gain, fiN ; (ii) silicon resistors, Rs',

(iii) base resistors, RB ; and (iv) collector and emitter intercept cur-

rents, Ics and IEb In normal operation of either amplifier, no transistor

is in saturation. Therefore, it is assumed that effects of variation in

the reverse current gain, /37 , are negligible, and so /?/ is held constant

for all transistors, /?/ = 1.

It is clear that the results of the Monte Carlo study are only as

accurate as the characterization of the manufacturing and temperature

variations of the above parameters. Unfortunately, statistical data

for silicon, integrated circuits is very sketchy. The data used for this

study is a combination of (i) data on "similar" transistors, (ii) meas-

urements of a limited number of Touch-Tone devices, and (iii) some

educated guessing by the device designers and modelers. Because of

the uncertainty in the data, no attempt has been made at rigorous

statistical characterization of the silicon process. Instead, coefficients

were estimated for the assumed mathematical model such that the

silicon parameters, spreads, and correlations produced by the Bin

Picker "match" what measurement data exist and are consistent with

what is expected by the device designers.

The precise distributions, correlations, temperature coefficients, etc.,

that were used in this present study may be found in the more

thorough discussion presented in Ref . 4.

IV. ANALYSIS

Both amplifiers under study are very broadband. Since the intended

frequencies of the oscillators are below 2 kHz, the amplifiers are

assumed to be of infinite bandwidth. The amplifiers are thus treated

as nonlinear, memoryless, two ports; all capacitances, both those

intrinsic to the transistors and those added to suppress high-frequency

oscillations, are ignored. The amplifiers are then analyzed as networks

of resistors and Ebers-Moll dc transistors.

The nonlinear two-port, Fig. 7, can be characterized by:

v2 = /i(»i ,i2), /jx

i\ = /a(t>i , ii)-

Since the output current of both amplifiers is small, we can use a

Taylor series expansion of (1) around it = 0. Keeping the first two

terms of the expansion of the first equation, we have
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Fig. 7—Nonlinear two-port.

V-2 /,(», , 0) + § l2 . (2)

The first term is the open circuit voltage gain of the amplifier, while

the second term coefficient is the incremental output impedance.

The second equation of (1) is handled even more simply, since

di,

the incremental reverse current gain, is near zero for most multistage

amplifiers. Hence,

h ~ U(vi, 0).

To characterize the amplifiers it is, therefore, only necessary to

compute three nonlinear functions:

y20 = /,(*;, , 0) (the no-load gain function)
,

(3a)

ti = /»(». .0), (3b)

*.- a^-/.fr.C) 1 (30

each of the independent variable, v i .

Having computed these functions for each amplifier produced by the

Bin Picker at each temperature, the analysis of the oscillator is

carried out in a manner illustrated by Fig. 8. In words, the nonlinear

f,

V20

T-2

f3 nV| i-2

r2 TWIN-T
SIMULATIONti v2

1

Fig. 8—Oscillator simulation.
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functions describing the amplifier are used to supply the necessary

port termination to the differential equations of the Twin-T. This

set of differential equations, made nonlinear and implicit by the addi-

tion of the amplifier functions, are then solved using an implicit,

numerical integration scheme to produce v2 {t), the oscillation output,

as a function of time from which oscillator frequency and amplitude

can be measured.

To compute the three functions (v20 , ii , Z ) , we proceed as follows:

Fig. 9 is a block schematic of the oscillator and its environment. A
fixed length is assumed for the loop (6 kft) . The bypass capacitor, Clf

is assumed to be an ac short circuit, and hence V is taken as a con-

stant dc potential.* The first step is a computation of V for each

amplifier produced by the Bin Picker at each temperature. Since

distortion is very low in the amplifier, the assumption is made that

the dc current supplied to the amplifier in steady state is equivalent

to the dc currrent supplied when the Twin-T is replaced by its

series resistance.

The mesh equations of one amplifier with the dc resistance of the

Twin-T in the feedback loop are written. V is assumed an external

source. The buffer transistor is added by assuming it always operates

in the active region so that the collector current, Ic ,
is determined by

the base-emitter junction operation. The linear equations of this set

are solved leaving a set of nonlinear algebraic equations, one equa-

tion for each nonlinear junction. We will call this set of equations the

basic set for the amplifier. To account for the remainder of the configu-

ration of Fig. 9, we augment the basic set with equations that describe

the regulator, the equalizer, and an equation that accounts for the

second amplifier. This last equation is:

V = EB - (21 s + Ir)(Rf + Rl) ~ (2/ c + Ih)Rl.

This augmented set of nonlinear algebraic equations is then solved

by a norm-reducing, Newton-Raphson technique. The results of this

analysis are: V ; 7idc , the voltage at the input of the amplifier; 72d0 ,

the output voltage of the amplifier or the input voltage to the buffer

stage; and a quantity that turns out to be of special importance in

analyzing the results, Idc , the current through the dc resistance of the

Twin-T, i.e., the current into the input of the amplifier when the

Twin-T is replaced by its dc resistance. Since output distortion of the

oscillator is expected to be low, VMc is the "center line," or average

* Consideration of the effects of variable loop length would require inclusion

of the capacitor, &, in the simulation model.
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Fig. 9—Block-schematic of oscillator and related circuitry.

voltage of the oscillator output. Hence, crossings of F2dc are used to

measure frequency during the dynamic simulation. Further, we know
that in calculating three functions (3a-c), we can restrict the range of V\

to include and be slightly larger than the high gain region shown in

Fig. 4. The value, Fido ,
gives us a point in the high gain region, fixing

the position of that region in the range of v t . It should be noted that the

high gain region shifts considerably over v t from amplifier to amplifier

and from temperature to temperature. It is therefore important to fix

the position of the region to minimize the necessary computation in

building (3a-c).

Once Vo , Fidc and V2(lc are computed, we return to the basic set of

equations. The dc resistance of the Twin-T is removed and a voltage

source, V x , is connected between the input to the amplifier and ground.

Vi is then stepped in 1.5 mV increments and around VUe to cover a

range of 150 mV, and v20 and ix are calculated. The process is repeated

with the addition of a small current source at the output of the ampli-

fier to compute Z .

Once the functions (3a-c) are computed, we could proceed to the

dynamic simulation of the oscillator as shown in Fig. 8, if it were not

for the frequency and amplitude adjustments that must be made.

These adjustments are accomplished in the following manner: Con-

sidering frequency tuning first, we realize that tuning is necessary

because of manufacturing tolerances on the components of both the
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tantalum and silicon circuits. Since our simulation has exact values

for tantalum components, one cause of frequency deviation is removed.

Further, because frequency deviations are expected to be small, we

make the assumption that frequency deviations due to temperature in

a given oscillator are independent of frequency tuning. In other words,

for a given oscillator the frequency difference measured between

+20°C (the tuning temperature) and any other temperature is inde-

pendent of the actual frequency at +20°C, at least for the expected

deviation between tuned and untuned +20°C frequencies. We further

assume that frequency tuning has a negligible effect on oscillator

amplitude. With these assumptions we eliminate the need for fre-

quency tuning and proceed as follows. Each oscillator is simulated

at +20°C. The frequency is measured; call it /20 . The difference

A/ = /o — /20

is calculated, where / is the nominal frequency. The oscillator is then

simulated at other temperatures and the frequency measured to be ji- .

The frequency predicted for the oscillator at temperature T (again ac-

counting only for effects in the amplifier) is then

U = U- A/.

Amplitude adjustment cannot be handled so simply. In our simula-

tion, the tantalum tuning resistor in the amplifier is actually adjusted at

+20°C and at one Touch-Tone frequency to produce an amplitude

within the tuning specs, ±0.5 dB. This is accomplished by repetitively

simulating, measuring, adjusting, simulating, etc. By using a sub-loop

adjustment while (3a-c) are being calculated so that ELIM — V^c (see

Fig. 4) is the desired peak amplitude, accurate adjustment can usually

be made with one iteration of the full simulation. It should be remarked

that if the amplifier and Twin-T were perfectly buffered from one

another, i?LiM — V2d0 would be an accurate prediction of amplitude.

Hence, those amplifiers for which the prediction is poor and which re-

quire more than one or two iterations of the full simulation loop are

precisely those amplifiers with poor performance.

Upon completion of amplitude adjustment, the resulting amplifier

functions are used in the simulation shown in Fig. 8. This dynamic

simulation is run for 30 cycles of the oscillator fundamental to obtain

accurate measures of steady-state amplitude and frequency.

The separation of the oscillator into an infinite-bandwidth, nonlinear

amplifier and a linear frequency selective network reduced the com-

putation time for a single oscillator by at least two orders of magni-
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tude from the time required by the most efficient nonlinear circuit

analysis programs.

v. RESULTS

Monte Carlo studies were made on several versions of oscillator A,

i.e., for several sets of suggested nominal parameter values. In every

case the results were discouraging, i.e., only a small number of Monte

Carlo samples passed the oscillator specification tests. On the other

hand, the results of Monte Carlo studies on oscillator B are en-

couraging. The differences in the results of the studies of the two

oscillators are so great that oscillator A has been abandoned as a

contender for the next generation of RC Touch-Tone dials.

Figure 10 displays the histograms of oscillator A frequency at
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Fig. 10—Amplifier A normalized frequency histograms, / = 1336 Hz.
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60°C, 20°C, and -40°C. This histogram at +20°C is an impulse

since the oscillators are tuned at this temperature. The histograms at

the other two temperatures, however, show that the majority of

oscillators fall outside the 0.1 percent frequency limits; only four

sample oscillators, of 200 tested, were inside the frequency limits.

With frequency stability this poor, further tests of the oscillator were

not performed.

Poor frequency stability is explained by loading of the Twin-T

by the amplifier,* loading that is largely eliminated in oscillator B.

Both input and output impedances of the amplifiers under study are

nonlinear, i.e., change during the oscillator cycle. Hence, no linear

analysis of Twin-T loading is possible. However, by examining the

extremes of these nonlinear impedances, we can make qualitative

statements about frequency stability.

A typical sample of amplifier A has an input impedance that

varies between 165 kn and 1.5 Mn at +20°C and between 80 kn and

785 kn at — 40°C. Even if these impedances were constant at their

maximum values, i.e., if the input impedance of the amplifier

were 1.5 Mn at +20°C and 785 kn at -40°C, the change in the

-180° phase point of the Twin-T is almost 0.1 percent. Changes of

the —180° point at the low impedance level, i.e., between 80 and

165 kn, are very large. Since the -180° phase point determines the

frequency of oscillation, we see that amplifier A has insufficient input

impedance to provide an acceptable oscillator.

Typical samples of amplifier. B, on the other hand, have input

impedances varying between 900 kn and 19 Mn at +20°C and be-

tween 700 kfi and 14 Mn at -40°C. At these impedance levels, shift

in the Twin-T —180° phase point is negligible.

An additional factor is that amplifier A has output impedance as

high as 1.6 kn while that of amplifier B is held below 250 n.

The preceding discussion intimates that oscillator B will be fre-

quency stable. As we shall see below, this is correct, and although

amplitude stability causes some difficulties, the Monte Carlo study

predicts a lower bound of 55 percent yield for oscillator B.

5.1 What is Yield?

When dealing with integrated circuits, the word "yield" must be

interpreted with caution. Tests are performed at many points in the

* This effect has been observed both with computer simulations and model
tests at Bell Telephone Laboratories at Indianapolis. It has been observed further

that increases in transistor /3at increase the frequency stability of oscillator A.
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multistep fabrication process with some number of circuits rejected

at each test. The actual yield, i.e., the ratio of satisfactory circuits

to the total number of circuits for which fabrication was begun, may
be quite low. Economically, however, the cost of rejecting circuits at

an early fabrication step is much lower than rejecting a circuit that

fails a final manufacturing test. Therefore, no single yield figure is

a complete measure of the economics of a design.

The population from which yield is predicted in this paper is first

a population of amplifiers; it is assumed that tantalum circuits to

which the amplifiers are appliqued are perfect. Second, the amplifier

population already has deleted from it those amplifiers, perhaps en-

tire slices, that have been rejected in fabrication tests meant to insure

the integrity of the circuits. Circuits with shorts, opens, etc., have

been deleted, and components are within broad tolerance limits, i.e.,

resistivity measurements insure a ±15 percent spread in resistance

values and a variety of tests, including junction breakdown, impose

limits on transistor parameters.

In short, the population from which we predict yield is a popula-

tion of amplifiers each of whose circuits are topologically equivalent

to the schematic of Fig. 6 and all of whose parameters are within

the limits defined in Ref. 4. It is the population with which one would

expect bonding to begin, and, most importantly, the population where

failure to meet specification is costly. The yield figure we predict is

the yield which is most indicative of the virtue of an electrical de-

sign, failures removed prior to construction of our population being

process dependent and independent of electrical design.

The outlook for oscillator B is actually brighter than even the

55 percent yield prediction indicates. Four major factors should be

considered, viz.,

(i) The statistics used to select amplifier parameters were, in general,

pessimistic. In this sense, the 55 percent yield figure represents a

lower bound. Further, processing improvements which might be

expected once the circuit is in full production, especially improve-

ments that increase transistor Betas, will increase yield.

(tt) Self-heating of the chip has been ignored in the study. As we shall

see, low temperature operation is the limiting condition of the

design. Because of self-heating, it is possible that the chip may
never operate at — 40°C, the lowest expected environmental

temperature.

(Hi) It should be noted that the temperature at which amplitude is

adjusted (+20°C) is not centered in the temperature range over
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which the oscillator must operate (—40°C to +60°C). Further-

more, amplitude is not a symmetric function of the impairments,

e.g., the change in amplitude for negative temperature changes is

larger than with positive changes. Hence, a gain in yield may be

realized by adjusting amplitude off nominal.

(iv) Perhaps most important is that the results of the study show

that a simple go/no-go test may be performed on the amplifiers

before they are bonded to the tantalum circuits to weed out the

45 percent that fail.

Now to take a detailed look at the results.

5.2 Frequency Stability

Figure 11 shows the frequency histograms for oscillator B at the

temperature extremes. Note that all the oscillators are well within the

±0.1 percent limit. In fact, the oscillators are within ±0.05 percent

limits. Hence, as far as frequency is concerned, oscillator B has 100

percent yield. The tight stability has suggested that the notch depth

of the Twin-T circuit can be relaxed from 37 dB to 36 dB to ease

tantalum fabrication.

5.3 Amplitude Stability

Figure 12 shows the amplitude histograms at frequency / 2 ,* at the

adjustment temperature and at the temperature extremes. Notice that

the only failures occur at — 40°C. These failures represent 25 percent

of the sample amplifiers. Note that all the oscillators meet the adjust-

ment specification by a safe margin.

5.4 Amplitude Change with Tone Frequency

To examine the change of amplitude with tone change, examine

Fig. 13. This figure is a profile of one oscillator; it has 12 data points

—

four tones, each at three temperatures. Considering the design of the

oscillator, one would possibly expect amplitude to increase monotoni-

cally with tone frequency. One might argue as follows: The amplifier

limits on only one side, and the point of limiting is unaffected by tone

change. On the other hand, the base line of oscillation is approxi-

mately given by the point on the gain curve where

V2 - R TId0 = V,
,

* The oscillator is designed to generate tones of four different frequencies.

Henceforth we denote the nominal values of these four frequencies by /i

through U U = 1209 Hz, U = 1336 Hz, /3 = 1447 Hz, and U = 1633 Hz. Ampli-
tude is adjusted at /2 .
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Fig. 11—Amplifier B normalized frequency histograms, j = 1336 Hz.

where RT is the dc resistance of the Twin-T network. V2 and Vx are

connected via the amplifier gain, i.e.,

V2 = VA - KV 1

in the linear region, where Va is some constant and K is the amplifier

gain. Then,

t/ _i_ 2do ~ A — P T
*
/
2do -r 7£

— KtUc ,

V2dc « V a + # T/dc ,

where F« is the baseline voltage when 7,ic = 0, the point on the

amplifier gain curve where V2 — Vx .
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Rt varies inversely with tone frequency, and hence we would expect

the center of oscillation to decrease with increasing tone frequency.

Since the amplitude is given by the difference between the limiting

voltage and the center line voltage, we would expect amplitude to

increase monotonically with tone frequency and, assuming constant

I6e , to be linear at a slope of —Iac with RT . Figure 14 is a plot of

amplitude versus RT with temperature as a parameter. Notice that

for /i to /a the curves are almost linear but with slopes closer to —2IAc .

However, when we come to /4 , we notice that the curves change

direction and violate the monotonicity assumption. One possible ex-

planation for this "turndown" is that the notch of the Twin-T rises

monotonically for /i to /3 and deepens at /4 . While this phenomenon

190 210 230 250 270

amplitude in mv (rms)

310

Fig. 12—Amplitude histograms at adjustment frequency.
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would have a small effect if limiting were perfect, the amplifier under

study has exponential limiting. The fact that the notch is deeper at

/4 implies that the oscillator does not have to go as far into the

exponential limiting region to achieve a loop gain of dB. This effect

appears to more than compensate the amplitude growth due to 7dc .

In any case, the amplitude "turndown" has been corroborated by

breadboard experiments.

t 240 -

E 220 -

95 105 115 125 135 145 155 165 17

TOTAL TWIN-T (JC RESISTANCE IN KILOHMS

Fig. 14—Amplitude versus Twin-T dc resistance for one oscillator.
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Two implications of the non-monotonic relation of amplitude with

frequency should be mentioned. First, a linearized, first-order guess,

indeed the design assumption, has been proven inaccurate by an

analysis which maintains the nonlinear properties of the circuit. Sec-

ond, since the design specifications place limits on the total amplitude

deviation due to tone change, the lack of monotonicity is helpful in

meeting specifications.

5.5 Calculation of Yield

Returning to Fig. 13, we see that the worst-case amplitude devia-

tions due to all causes—adjustment, temperature, tone change—occur

at /i , —40°C for negative deviations and /5 , +60°C for positive devia-

tions. If we ignore the causes of deviation and simply say that oscil-

lators with amplitudes within ±2.5 dB (see Section II) of the

nominal amplitude for all modes are acceptable, then Fig. 15 allows

us to quickly calculate yield. Figure 15 shows the amplitude histograms

for U , -40°C and /3 , +60°C, with the -2.5-dB limit drawn in.

The normalized area under the curves outside the 2.5-dB limit rep-

resents the fraction of the total amplifiers that fail. Notice that all

amplifiers that fail do so at /i ,
—40°C—another indication of the

asymmetry of the nominal design. The yield figure is 55 percent.

i.o

0.8

FREQUENCY = f3 (1447

T = 60° C

-2.5 dB
1

150 160 170 180 190 200 210 220 230 240 250 260 270 280 290 300 310

AMPLITUDE IN mV (rms)

Fig. 15—Amplitude histograms at worst-case conditions. (/a ,
-|-60

o
C), (/i

,

-40°C).
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5.6 Production Screening Test

Breadboard experiments and first-order computations had sug-

gested that some level of dc feedback current (7,i,.) could be used as

a threshold for production screening of amplifiers. Figure 16 confirms

that this is indeed the case and defines the threshold quantitatively.

The figure shows maximum amplitude deviation (uniformly this

deviation occurs at /i ,

—40°C) versus 7,ic at +20°C and f-2 . The

close correlation is obvious. If amplifiers with 7,i (. i? 0.4 /xA are re-

jected, all remaining amplifiers produce oscillators within design

specifications. Note that no temperature tests need be made.

Figure 17 is a histogram of I,\,.. The normalized area under the

curve in the interval [0.4, oo] represents the fraction of amplifiers

rejected by the test (/do = 0.4 /xA) and also predicts the same 55

percent yield.

After noting that amplifiers with high IlU . have large amplitude

deviations, we then ask what causes high 7«ic . Figures 18 and 19

show that low transistor Betas cause high /dc and failures. Figure 18

plots maximum amplitude deviation versus pXi — /?.v of the first tran-

sistor. The correlation is barely detectable. The argument here is that

/,], is a function of the /fas of both transistors one and two as well

as other parameters and, although there is correlation between the

transistor fi^s on the same chip, that correlation is not strong enough
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to permit prediction of performance based on measurement of a single

transistor fjN . Figure 19 plots amplitude deviation versus (fimpm)*-
Here we see the strong correlation that allows us to draw the con-

clusion about the dependency of he on transistor /3,v and to predict

an improvement in yield if processing improvements result in increased
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Finally, Fig. 20 is a histogram of maximum amplitude deviation

with all amplifiers having J,,,. ^ 0.4 pA removed. It is clear that all

the oscillators in this reduced population are within the design speci-

fications.

5.7 Asymmetric Adjustment

As a final word, let us return to a discussion of the asymmetry of

the nominal design. For amplitude adjustment at 20°C and /•_. , a first

guess for the adjustment target was nominal amplitude. An adjustment

temperature of 20°C is higher than the center of the operational

temperature range (-40°C to +60°C), and for this reason one might

consider adjusting amplitude at a higher value than nominal. However,

/o is lower than the center of the frequency range, and if one accepted

the notion of amplitude varying proportionally with frequency, one

might consider adjusting to an amplitude below nominal. These two

factors then tend to cancel one another.

The results presented previously, however, indicate that amplitude

is not a monotonic function of frequency, and amplitude deviations

due to both temperature and frequency changes are asymmetric. We
have shown that larger variations in amplitude result from negative

changes in temperature and frequency than from positive changes.
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Fig. 20—Histogram of lowest amplitude from all conditions, amplifiers with
he ^ 0.4 /iA removed.

We have seen that the dominant failure condition is /i ,
— 40°C, i.e.,

low tone frequency, low temperature. This suggests that amplitude can

be adjusted to take advantage of the asymmetry. If adjusting at /2

and +20°C, an adjustment objective of 285 mV rather than 270 mV
is likely to result in increased yield, i.e., it will be possible to accept

amplifiers with Iac greater than 0.4 p.A. Although the exact adjustment

figure must still be studied, our results suggest that taking advantage

of the asymmetry of the design can result in not insignificant savings.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we have described the application of Monte Carlo

tolerance analysis to the integrated, single-substrate, RC, Touch-Tone

oscillator. The conclusions to be drawn are pertinent not only to the

specific oscillator designs studied, but also to the state-of-the-art of

tolerance analysis itself.

We have examined two proposed oscillator designs. Both designs

employ the same Twin-T as the frequency selective network, the dif-

ference appearing in the high-gain, limiting amplifier. The study,

therefore, concentrated on the statistical variation of parameter values

within the amplifier; the Twin-T was held fixed at design values.
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Variations in oscillator performance, then, were judged against degra-

dation limits allocated to the amplifier.

The first design was dismissed because of poor frequency stability

stemming from loading effects of the amplifier on the Twin-T. The

second design, on the other hand, seems promising; its production now

seems likely.* The Monte Carlo analysis of this design revealed two

significant properties:

First, the oscillator has excellent frequency stability. Frequency

deviations over the full temperature range were less than 0.05 percent

for all the sample oscillators in the Monte Carlo study.

Second, the amplitude stability is acceptable. Fifty-five percent of

the oscillators in the study were within amplitude limits over the

full temperature and tone frequency ranges. Forty-five percent of the

oscillators failing specifications is less alarming than might appear at

first glance for the following reasons:

(i) The results show that amplitude deviations are strongly corre-

lated with the dc feedback current through the Twin-T, i.e., into

the amplifier, at room temperature. Hence a test is easily per-

formed on the amplifier chips before bonding takes place and

without the need of a temperature chamber to weed out amplifiers

that would result in unsatisfactory oscillators. This test reduces

the cost penalties associated with a relatively low amplifier yield.

(ii) The statistical characterization of the parameters of the oscillator

was purposely pessimistic. Hence, the yield figure should be taken

as a lower bound. Further, the results indicate that amplifier

failure is associated with low transistor current gain. Fabrication

improvements that increase these gains will therefore improve

yield.

(Hi) The deviation of oscillator amplitude in response to both tempera-

ture and tone change is asymmetric, i.e., amplitude deviations due

to both low temperature and lower frequency is larger than corre-

sponding changes for high temperature and higher frequency.

By changing the amplitude adjustment target to some value offset

from the middle of the amplitude window (270 mV ± 2.5 dB), a

significant increase in yield can be expected

.

In summary, amplifier yield of 55 percent is lower than might be

* It should be noted that several potential problem areas have been ignored in

the computer analysis and remain to be examined. Primary among these are the

effects of variable loop length and the possibility of parasitic oscillation.
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hoped for, but the cost penalties associated with this relatively low

yield are minimized by a simple go/no-go test performed on the ampli-

fiers before bonding. Furthermore, there are good prospects that yield

can be increased by changes in silicon processing and adjustment

strategy.

With regard to Monte Carlo tolerance analysis itself, two aspects

of the present study should be noted. First, since the oscillator is non-

linear and requires factory adjustment, no standard circuit analysis

program could reasonably be used as part of a Monte Carlo loop.

Hence, a special program in which efficiency could be achieved by

restricting its applicability to a small class of oscillators had to be

written. To write this program required one man-year of effort—

a

not unsubstantial investment. The point is that while Monte Carlo

tolerance analysis of circuits like the Touch-Tone oscillator cannot,

at present, be performed using off-the-shelf computer programs, the

analysis can be done using special techniques if the circuit's impor-

tance warrants the investment.

Secondly, since the oscillator's amplifier is fabricated on a single

silicon chip, its parameters are not statistically independent. Unfortu-

nately, almost no data exists with which to make a statistical charac-

terization of silicon circuit parameters. On the other hand, it is obvious

that the results of the Monte Carlo study are exactly as accurate as

the assumed parameter statistics. It is clear, then, that if we are to

exploit the possibilities Monte Carlo tolerance analysis presents, an

effort must be made to structure the measurements of silicon circuits

as they go into production, to clarify the statistical interrelation of

silicon circuit parameters.
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